3-Gun Nation: The Nosler Cup and “King of the RANGE”

The vision behind 3-Gun Nation has been to grow the sport in every way possible. To neither
dismiss nor overlook any potential avenues, but to consider 3-Gun as a community of
competition shooters who shoot rifles, pistols and shotguns. And not just within the context of
3-gun, but as shooters who enjoy any gun game with any of the guns in most any
configuration!

So, it should not be a surprise to see Precision Rifle-style events creep into the mix. Or as the
crew behind 3-Gun Nation does it - jump in with both feet, get it going and tune it as you go!

That leads me to the 3-Gun Nation “Nosler Cup” and “King of the Range” events coming up
very soon at the Central Oregon Shooting Sports Association (COSSA) facility outside of
beautiful Bend, Oregon.

The Nosler Cup is comprised of three stand-alone shooting events. A 5-stage, run-and-gun 3Gun match with all the fun you would expect from 3-Gun Nation … AND a 10-Stage “time-plus”
long-range match where the targets are twice as far as traditional 3-Gun! Shoot one or the
other: win, place or show at one or the other, in the division of your choice. OR Enter the “King
of the Range” match where you will shoot the 3-Gun match in the Practical Division on
Saturday and then use a Gas Gun in either .223 or .308 to compete in the 5-Stage PRS-style
match on Sunday. Do that (you are going to have some fun) and your combined scores will put
you in the running to be crowned as KING OF THE RANGE! How cool is that!?!?!

Of course you have lots more options available to if you are not “gunning for King.” For the 3gun match you can shoot the very popular PCC division, or Practical or Practical .308 or Factory
or Heavy or Unlimited divisions, but again if you are going for the KING’s crown you must
shoot Practical.

On the Long Range side of the house, again you have options on how you enjoy your day
ringing long-range steel. Bolt guns, Gas gun and subsets of those can be enjoyed, but to earn
the moniker as King of the Range … a Gasser in 308 or 223 is required.

You can shoot the stand-alone 3-Gun match either day if you are so inclined. The stand-alone
10-stage Long Range match will have you on the range both Saturday and Sunday, shooting
five stages each day. However, test your skills against the assembled “Knights” in order to don
the Crown; you will shoot both the five-stage 3-Gun and a five-stage Long Range match!
So … you haven’t signed up yet? Yea I know, it is kinda short notice, but click on the link and
let’s get this thing going. I hear its good to be the King. See you all there!

**************************************************
Register Now for 3-Gun, Long Range, or the combined King of the Range
Register for the Nosler Cup 3-Gun Here.
http://memberships.3gunnation.com/Events/Details/31053
Register for the Nosler Cup 3GN Long Range HERE.
http://memberships.3gunnation.com/Events/Details/31042
Register for the Nosler King of the Range HERE.
http://memberships.3gunnation.com/Events/Details/31052

